Why stakeholder involvement is important for scenarios?

• Add additional expert opinions to the technical and economic hypothesis
• Evaluation of the “social” acceptance of the scenarios
• Creating of ownership concerning the scenarios among the stakeholders
• Initiate discussions
• Find out main cleavages
• Find out common ground (= strong strategies) and possible solutions
Multiplication of scenarios....
From possible to likely

• Each scenario that is technically feasible is possible but not necessarily likely to become reality

• Our main objective is not to aim at a normative future vision but to find out which are the pathways that are supported by main stakeholders in Germany and France.
Stakeholder meetings – iterative process

- Initial scenarios
- Atelier thématique
- Stakeholder meeting
- Contributions of the invited stakeholders
- Atelier thématique
- Scenarios integrating the recommendations of the stakeholders
- Translation of the recommendations in hypothesis usable by the macro-economic models
- Atelier thématique
- Comments
- Contributions of the invited stakeholders
- Research for a compromise which is socially acceptable
- Final scenarios
Who...

- High Power, High Interest: Manage Closely
- High Power, Low Interest: Keep Satisfied
- Low Power, High Interest: Keep Informed
- Low Power, Low Interest: Monitor (Minimum Effort)
Energy sector in France
Our aim...?

• Not simplifying existing diversity
• Impossibility to solve cleavages like – nuclear power + / -

BUT:
– Showing the economic impact of different pathways
– Highlighting of common « pivotal point » indicators
– Giving the choice between different pathways each one having its own advantages and inconvinients